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The Costs & Benefits of the CRS
Program in Virginia
Wetlands Watch recently released, “The Costs & Benefits of the
CRS Program in Virginia,” a first-of-its-kind report in the U.S. that
could contribute to higher CRS participation in Virginia. But the
benefit cost analysis could possibly be replicated throughout
NFIP communities nationwide.
“To my knowledge, no one has completed a state-wide costbenefit analysis of localities' participation in the CRS, said MaryCarson Stiff, chair of the Coastal Virginia CRS Workgroup, policy
director of Wetlands Watch and author of the report. “To get a
little deeper, no one has asked multiple CRS coordinators how
much time they spend on the CRS each year, then compiled
those coordinators' responses to generate an average or medium
percentage of time spent by coordinators for a specific state,
then monetized that time against a salary (estimated or actual) to
generate benefit-cost ratios for localities that participate in the
CRS.”
Wetlands Watch analyzed the costs and benefits of participating
in the NFIP CRS program in Virginia. The costs of joining the CRS
and maintaining participation in the program were previously
unknown, leaving local governments in the dark when weighing
the decision to join the program. This report aims to fill some of
these information gaps and form a marketing strategy to build
CRS participation and resilience in Virginia.
The methodology could easily be replicated in other communities
nationwide, Stiff said. The data collection happened over the
course of roughly 4-5 months. It took a great deal of personal
contact to reach every single CRS coordinator in the state.
“It could potentially take someone who does not have preexisting
relationships with CRS coordinators in a specific state a little
longer,” she said. “I spent a lot of time trying to reach people over
the phone, following up with them via email, pursuing their
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responses. I was ultimately successful in getting full interviews with
almost everyone. If the grant period were longer or the award amount
larger, I may have been able to reach everyone over the course of 6-8
months, but time was a limiting factor.”
Her report included possible solutions to problems with the CRS
program. The most pervasive problem is limited staff time. “The
solutions for this problem are varying, but cost-sharing across localities
to finance CRS technical assistance was often recommended,” Stiff said.
“The solutions to the problem is that in general CRS information is
overwhelming and complicated, and are much more tangible and
hopefully attainable in the future with the right collaborators at the table
to create straightforward and distilled information about the CRS to
localities interested in potentially joining the program.
“One of the more complicated problems that's received a great deal of affirmation after the report's
release is the CRS only discounts policyholders in the floodplain. This solution is much more difficult and
not fully fleshed out in the report, although some suggestions are included, but I plan to work on
developing solutions to this barrier because of how the issue has resonated with so many locality staff in
Virginia,” she said.
Despite those issues, Stiff found that the benefits of the CRS program outweigh the costs in most Virginia
communities, with 92% of communities receiving a positive benefit-cost ratio.
“The positive benefit-cost ratios should encourage more localities to join the CRS program in Virginia,
but interviews with CRS coordinators in the state identified significant barriers to enrolling and
succeeding in the program,” Stiff said. “This reveals the need for targeted technical assistance for enrolled
localities and improved marketing of the CRS as a program worthy of staff investment and locality
resources.”
Following are some of her conclusions:
The benefits of the CRS program outweigh the costs in most Virginia localities, but barriers to enrolling
and succeeding in the program reveal the need for improved marketing of the CRS as a program worthy
of staff investment and locality resources.
Although the responses from CRS coordinators on the secondary benefits of the CRS were varied, 94%
agreed the program helps build a better-informed citizenry and 88% agreed improved public safety and
the protection of property are secondary benefits of enrollment in the program.
Wetlands Watch assumed most CRS communities were linking the CRS program with community
resilience. However, interviews with CRS coordinators indicated only 47% are making the connection.
Staff time devoted to the CRS varied tremendously, ranging from 1% FTE to 100% FTE. This variability
helps explain why many locality staff, whether or not enrolled in the CRS, expressed concerns over the
burden of staff time to participate and succeed in the program.
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And the Children Shall Lead—kids learning and educating adults
about flood issues and ways to mitigate
About 1,000 fifth-graders along with their teachers from the Boulder Valley
School District spent a day in May participating in the annual Operation Water
Festival held on the University of Colorado campus in Boulder, Colorado.
“Welcome, Water Agent, to the Water Bureau of Investigation. Your mission is
to uncover the truth about water and to promote PROTECTION,
CONSERVATION AND SAFETY. The WBI is relying on your powers of
observation and recording of the real facts during your TRAINING PROGRAM.”
These are the opening words in the “Water Agent Training Blue Book”
developed for this award-winning water festival, along with many other handson guides and activities. The festival activities include a student and teacher
unit on flooding called "Flood Forces," while other activities teach the students
about drinking water, stormwater, conservation and the science of water.

Brought to you by the
Keep It Clean Partnership

Over the years, ASFPM’s Flood Science Center has heard about popular flood education for kids like
The Rescue League Academy: Sink or Swim Flood Novella developed by the Stormwater Management
Division for Arlington, Texas. But we also knew there must be even more great education programs,
guides and resources out there at the local, state and national levels. Based on the fantastic response to
our request to more than 17,000 of ASFPM’s closest members and colleagues in early 2017, we are happy
to share what we hoped to be true—there are high-quality flood-education programs for kids all around
the country just like the Boulder Water Festival!
ASFPM’s FSC, through funding by the ASFPM Foundation, collected a wide range of flood education
materials created and designed by passionate and dedicated flood professionals and educators across
the nation. We cataloged everything from lesson plans in the Discover Floods Educators Guide developed
by Project WET Foundation, to the Traveling Trunks Program created by the Oklahoma Floodplain
Managers Association, and the popular Ward’s Stormwater Floodplain Simulation System developed with
the Michigan Stormwater-Floodplain
Association. One thing especially
interesting about the opening words from
the “Water Agent Training Blue Book”
mentioned above is that it captures a
common value we found across many of
the flood education resources collected—
they help kids learn about water and
promotes protection, conservation and
safety.

River Basin Balancer Game
US Army Corp of Engineers, Omaha District
News&Views December 2017

Remember when you were a kid and your
parents and teachers taught you to share?
Well, we’re not happy just collecting these
resources, we wanted to share, because we
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also learned that in school. The K-12 Flood
Education Resources Special Collections Library
was created to allow our friends, colleagues and
classmates to explore the wide range of kidfriendly flood-education resources we found. And
we’d encourage you to share this with your
local schools to spread the word. Flood
education is available through a variety of
disciplines, curriculum and programs, including
water quality, environmental conservation,
engineering, Earth sciences, climate change and
more. We collected more than 100 unique
education resources that cover all flood types—
riverine, urban, coastal, storm surge, etc. and at
every grade level from kindergarten through high
Teachers Guide to Monmouth County HWM Initiative
school. These materials are available in lesson
New Jersey Sea Grant Consortium
plans, videos, activities and even online games.
Many of the education programs meet state standards or connect with existing federal programs such as
the “Teachers Guide to the Monmouth County High Water Mark Initiative” developed by the New Jersey
Sea Grant Consortium, which builds on FEMA’s HWM Initiative.
We can’t even begin to highlight all the great education resources we found, so we invite you to explore
what we’ve collected and see what lesson plans, guides, games or hands-on activities could work for your
schools. Then, we urge you to contact the organizations and agencies that developed these resources to
see if they could work or be adapted by your schools (many of the creating organizations provide ways
to request the materials or are willing to talk about their programs).
We’re not happy just collecting and sharing the education resources we’ve found so far. We also plan to
evaluate all the resources and see where there are opportunities to expand existing education programs
or design and develop new education materials. For example, there appears to be limited resources
focused on the natural and beneficial functions of floodplains, and how nature-based approaches and
infrastructure reduce flood risks.
Thanks to individuals and organizations that sent us links, materials, resources and ideas. We may not
have used it all as we focused on specific flood curriculum, but it’s wonderful to hear from so many
people excited about flood education for kids. Please explore and if you have anything to add, let us
know because we want to keep adding to our K-12 Flood Education Resources Library!

Built to Last: Challenges and Opportunities for Climate-smart Infrastructure in California

Extreme weather especially impacts California’s aging and deteriorating
infrastructure, putting residents and businesses at risk. Increasingly occurring
climate extremes add unprecedented pressure to roads, power plants and
grids, reservoirs, canals and other infrastructure unfit to withstand these
changes. But, there is a path forward. Read the Union of Concerned Scientists
white paper, “Built to Last: Challenges and Opportunities for Climate-Smart
Infrastructure in California.”
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ASFPM and partners want to hear from elected officials, community planners, floodplain
and emergency managers, and others involved in coastal management
ASFPM is currently working to strengthen
coastal community resilience through the
development of a web-based coastal
management training guide and an in-person
training program for coastal counties in
partnership with the National Association of
Counties, Coastal States Organization and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s Office for Coastal
Management.
The first step in this process is a survey that
seeks to determine what coastal management
Edwin B. Forsyth National Wildlife Refuge in New Jersey
strategies communities are employing, and how
(2009). Photo by Tony Fischer via flickr.
local elected officials and professional staff
communicate regarding coastal management issues. The survey will only take a few minutes to complete,
and is targeted toward elected officials, community planners, floodplain and emergency managers, and
others involved in coastal management.
The information you provide will allow us to better identify resources and support communities with
improving community resilience nationwide. The outcomes of this project will influence development of
the Strengthening Coastal Communities Resilience program, from the online guide to the in-person
workshops. We ask that you please complete the survey (www.naco.org/CoastalCommunitiesSurvey) to
the best of your ability to help us compile as comprehensive an inventory as possible. Thank you in
advance for your participation.

Higher Standards Improve
Resilience of Gingerbread House
A contest was recently held between the
various Emergency Management Institute
departments. Each was asked to create a
gingerbread house that reflected what each of
the departments do. The EMI Mitigation Branch
was crowned the winner after submitting their
tasty elevated creation. Congrats to the
mitigation team members (along with their
roles in bringing the gingerbread house to
completion): Lillian Virgil (developer), Kim
Wildasin (architect), Robert Perry (code
compliance), Tina Hovermale (primary contractor), Stacey Mickles (sub-contractor), Patricia Gould
(landscaping), Paul Ganem (interior design) and Prasad Inmula (technical reviews).
News&Views December 2017
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Houston Chronicle writes investigative, seven-part series “Developing Storm” on why
Hurricane Harvey's damage was a natural and man-made disaster

Part 1: Nature ruled, man reacted. Hurricane Harvey was Houston’s reckoning
Part 2: Build, flood, rebuild: Flood insurance’s expensive cycle
Part 3: What’s in Houston’s worst flood zones? Development worth $13.5 billion
Part 4: Harvey overwhelmed some levee systems. Future storms could do worse
Part 5: Houston’s growth weakened the dams that made it possible
Part 6: In some cases, developers, engineers and public officials were the same people
Part 7: The Dutch tames the North Sea. What can they do for Houston?

If you have a story you’d like to share with ASFPM newsletter
readers, contact ASFPM Public Information Officer
Michele Mihalovich at michele@floods.org.
News&Views December 2017
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Confused about which ASFPM award is the
correct one for your nomination?
We’ve heard that before and last year we tried to expand the award descriptions (or at least
offer clues when you’re not on the right path). A good example is the Tom Lee State Award
for Excellence. This award honors a “program or activity at the state level,” and to help, we
put in parenthesis (not for an individual). If you’re still unclear, no problem. Just contact
ASFPM’s Public Information Officer Michele Mihalovich at michele@floods.org. The
deadline is March 1! Click here to submit your nomination online.
Tom Lee State Award for Excellence is given annually to recognize an outstanding floodplain
management program or activity at the state level (not an individual).
James Lee Witt Local Award for Excellence recognizes outstanding local programs or activities at the
front lines of floodplain management. Eligible entries include local units of government such as cities,
towns and counties (not an individual).
Larry R. Johnston Local Floodplain Manager of the Year Award honors outstanding individual efforts
and contributions at the local level. It recognizes an individual responsible for the development of a
distinguished local program or activity, or one who struggles to implement flood hazard reduction at the
local level in the absence of sophisticated programs and support.
John R. Sheaffer Award for Excellence in Floodproofing is presented for completed work involving a
particular project, work, research, design or publication that exhibits the incorporation of accepted
procedures, practices and constraints of floodproofing, or promotes the field or knowledge of
floodproofing by enhancing the awareness and use of new procedures, methods, designs and/or
products. Individuals, private organizations or governmental units and agencies are eligible.
Outreach/Media Award acknowledges efforts of media to increase information and/or awareness of
flood issues with the general public. It is also for an individual, agency or organization for exceptional
outreach efforts.
John Ivey Award for Superior Efforts in Certification recognizes exceptional efforts to promote the
professional certification of floodplain managers.
Meritorious Lifetime Achievement in Floodplain Management Award recognizes individuals who,
throughout their career, have achieved success in a significant aspect of floodplain management. These
efforts include policy, outreach, implementation, education, government, research, litigation or other
actions that demonstrate the advancement of flood loss and risk reduction within the nominee's
professional realm.
Outstanding Chapter Award recognizes an ASFPM chapter or exemplary practices and activities that
deserve national recognition.
Goddard-White Award is given to individuals who are highly instrumental in carrying forward the goals
and objectives of floodplain management throughout the nation. Nominations for this award must be
submitted directly to the Board of Directors. Click here to contact your regional director to make a
nomination.
Jerry Louthain Distinguished Service Award is the highest award ASFPM gives to recognize
individuals who, through their long-term efforts, have clearly influenced the work of the association.
Nominations for this award must be submitted directly to the Board of Directors. Click here to contact
your regional director to make a nomination.
News&Views December 2017
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Extreme Event is an in-person, roleplaying game that gives participants
a taste of what it takes to build
community resilience in the face of
disaster. In one hour, groups of 1248 players (ages 14 and up) work
together to make decisions and
solve problems during an engaging,
fast-paced disaster simulation
(flood, hurricane or earthquake).
Extreme Event was developed by the National Academy of Sciences’ Koshland Science Museum in
collaboration with the ResilientAmerica Roundtable. Content in the game draws on recommendations in
the seminal National Research Council report Disaster Resilience: A National Imperative and has been
reviewed by experts and staff of the National Academies. In addition, developers tested and refined the
game over a two-year beta period to assure that it works well with a variety of settings and groups. The
game was developed with support from FEMA, Koshland Science Museum Endowment and private
donations.

NFDA Changes Name to Broaden Its Reach
The National Flood Determination Association recently changed its name to the
National Flood Association. The NFDA Board of Directors announced at its annual
member meeting in Grapevine, Texas, that its members voted to adopt the new
name, which better represents the association’s expanded vision and diversification
of membership.
The association serves as a “hub” for the flood industry and has been working toward broadening its
reach to include other flood stakeholder groups. Association members have traditionally helped to bring
together various stakeholders to address key flood-related issues and have a unique perspective on the
many ways flood data is used across the industry. The "hub" concept has continued to evolve and has
been incorporated into legislative focus, membership growth, annual conference subject matter and
attendance, special initiatives and work group activities.
The NFA leadership, made up of representatives from a variety of industry groups (including flood zone
determination vendors, lenders, WYO and private market insurers, engineers and claims adjusters), is
excited to embark on this new chapter in the organization's evolution, which will be more inclusive and
representative of the stakeholders of an also-evolving flood industry, according to a press release.
There will be a period of transition in which both names will be represented on the organization’s
communications and materials. If you have any questions about this, please contact NFA at
info@nfdaflood.com.
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Managing Floods Where Mountains Meet the Desert
ASFPM’s 42nd Annual National Conference
Phoenix, Arizona
June 17-21, 2018
Getting excited about ASFPM’s 2018 conference in Phoenix? While conference
registration doesn’t open until February, one thing you can do now is book your
hotel room. The standard rate is $199 per night, and the government rate is $99. We
have contracted with the Sheraton Grand Phoenix, which is within easy walking
distance to the convention center.
And FYI. We are putting the final touches on the preliminary program and workshops.
If you submitted a presentation for consideration, be on the lookout for a notification
email in January!
If you’re interested in a Titanium Sole Sponsorship opportunity, please contact ASFPM Events Planner
Jenny Maurer at jenny@floods.org before the Jan. 1 deadline. Click here to view all the sponsor and
exhibitor opportunities.
Plus, there is sooo much to do in Phoenix. Check out Visit Phoenix that highlights “things to do,” lists
events and cool restaurants and even “how to get around town” advice.
ASFPM’s conference website is constantly being updated, so check it often! Also, get your fingers in
social media posting shape for #ASFPM2018 by liking and following our Facebook and Twitter pages!

Mark Your Calendars for our Upcoming National Conferences
Phoenix, Arizona, June 17-21, 2018
Cleveland, Ohio, May 19-24, 2019
Fort Worth, Texas, June 7-12, 2020

News&Views December 2017
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Not an ASFPM member yet?
If you’re not an ASFPM member, then the big question is … why not?
ASFPM, recognized worldwide as a leader in floodplain management, is helping to make change happen
in the flood risk profession. In addition to providing free tools and resources to help you excel as a flood
risk professional, ASFPM is educating congressional, state and local leaders and national media on
smarter floodplain management practices that save lives, lessens damage and cuts costs to taxpayers. An
ASFPM membership makes this work possible, but also means you’re able to:



Continually stay on top of industry trends,
Earn professional credibility through our Certified Floodplain Manager program at a discounted price

(this discount doesn’t apply if you reside in AR, IL, NM, NC, OK or TX),










Access tools and resources we create to make your job easier, like the CRS for Community Resilience
Green Guide, No Adverse Impact how-to guides, Flood Mapping for the Nation report, legal
research/guidance and technical papers,
Post and view for free job listings on our website,
Have a voice on The Hill, especially with national policies that could impact your community,
Stay informed with member alerts explaining complex issues like 2017 NFIP Reauthorization,
Participate in ASFPM webinars critical for your day-to-day activities at a discounted rate,
Receive the members-only newsletter, “The Insider,” packed with practical information you need to be
an effective floodplain manager,
Contribute your unique experience and perspective through our 14 policy committees, and
Enjoy deep discounted rates to ASFPM’s annual national conference, taking place in Phoenix next
year!

If you have been an ASFPM member in the past, PLEASE contact memberhelp@floods.org rather
than hitting the “Click here” or “Join now” links.

Click here to join ASFPM today!
If you have any questions about membership, please email memberhelp@floods.org.

Job Corner
Looking for a job? Take a look at job postings on ASFPM’s Job Board. And if you’re an employer,
job postings are absolutely FREE! Below are just a few of the jobs currently on our board. Check
out these and others on ASFPM’s Job Board.
 Michael Baker International is hiring a hazard mitigation specialist in its Kansas City,
Missouri office.
 A senior water resources engineer is needed in Atkins Global’s Houston, Texas location.
 City of Portland, Oregon is hiring a wastewater treatment O&M supervisor.
News&Views December 2017
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Policy Matters!
Larry Larson, P.E., CFM
Director Emeritus – Senior Policy Advisor, ASFPM

How might 2017 disasters & laws change flood
policy & affect floodplain managers in 2018?
Whether you are the floodplain manager in a community, for the state or private sector, there are some
potential changes in the wind that could affect how you do your job, or the tools you’ll be able to use.
Let’s start with NFIP changes. As all of you know, the program was extended to Dec. 8, and now to Dec.
22, and appears it will be extended until Jan. 19. Will Congress be able to reconcile a passed House bill
with three or four versions of a Senate bill that has not been cleared by the Authorizing Committee?
None of the Senate bills have many of the provisions in the House bill, and there seems to be little
appetite in the Senate to include many House provisions. The Senate bills have an emphasis on funding
for mitigation and mapping and addressing affordability for those who cannot afford flood insurance.
The House bill has some positive elements requiring notification of flood risk to property buyers, but
opens flood insurance to the private sector without consumer protections or ensuring it does not
seriously undermine the NFIP, which is really the nation’s only comprehensive flood-risk management
program. There are many in the House who seem to think the only thing the NFIP does is sell flood
insurance. Floodplain managers know that in addition to providing flood insurance, the NFIP includes
flood mapping, helping communities adopt and implement development regulations to reduce flood
losses, and flood mitigation to save taxpayer funding of disasters. You also know flood insurance
provides funding from policyholders to accomplish all four legs of this stool. How these ideas are
reconciled will impact how you do your job and how it impacts your community.
Disaster Assistance is next on the list. The House has seen a new bill (HR 4460) to amend the Disaster
Relief Act (called the Stafford Act). The bill has some positive elements, but ASFPM opposes it as written
because it contains troubling language that would allow FEMA Stafford Act funding to be used to build
Corps of Engineers structural flood-control projects. FEMA mitigation funding has focused primarily on
nonstructural measures like buyouts and relocations, building elevations, flood proofing, and localized
stormwater management projects. These are smaller and less costly options with typically higher benefits
to cost rations than Corps projects, which can cost in the billions of dollars. Diverting FEMA funding to
big structural projects will siphon away limited funding from FEMA nonstructural projects.
Also troubling are provisions in HR 4460 to eliminate the duplication of programs provisions in the law.
FEMA currently cannot fund large structural projects because other federal taxpayer funded programs,
like those of the Corps, use taxpayer dollars that are funded separately through Congress. Even worse,
there are provisions in the bill that allow a governor to request the president waive the duplication of
program provision (with no real criteria). And if granted, the project is automatically assumed to be cost
effective (for example, it makes no difference if the Benefit Cost Analysis is way below 1.0). All of you who
are working to get buyouts, elevations, stormwater projects, etc. funded in communities can see the huge
negative impact this would have.
News&Views December 2017
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Lastly, let me mention the federal budget, which funds a number of programs in a variety of agencies
that all of you use for direct flood-risk reduction, or support efforts that assist in flood risk reduction.
Some address the probability side of risk (think of wetland restoration that will enhance flood storage to
reduce flood levels), or address the consequence side of flood risk, like the NRCS, EPA, NOAA and other
agency programs that address erosion, watershed management, water quality and many others that all
help communities, states and regions reduce flood risk through comprehensive approaches.
So hold onto your hats, because 2018 action on flood risk will be a wild ride. These changes will affect
how every local community, state and millions of property owners deal with flooding and how much all
federal taxpayers will pay for flooding disasters. Add your voice to the mix to guide these changes in the
right direction by contacting your Congress members to let them know how these impact your
community.

News You Can Use
Guidance on Potential Lapse in NFIP Authority
Here's an NFIP bulletin on "Guidance on Potential Lapse in National Flood Insurance
Program Authority”: https://nfip-iservice.com/Stakeholder/…/bulletin/w-17069.pdf

“Flood After Fire” Toolkit Developed for Communities to
Raise Awareness of Flood Risks after Wildfires
FEMA developed a toolkit to heighten
awareness and explain how flood insurance
can protect homes, businesses and
communities. The toolkit contains templates,
tips, press releases and materials to share in
your community or region. FEMA encourages
you to customize the materials to your
community to raise awareness about the risk
of flooding after wildfires. You can also share
the materials with other local community
organizations and relevant groups to increase
awareness among their networks. Click here
to read more and download materials.

News&Views December 2017
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From the Chair
Maria Cox Lamm, CFM &
South Carolina State Floodplain Manager

Relaying True Flood Risk
Relaying someone’s true flood risk can be difficult. For many years everyone has used the “in or out” of
the Special Flood Hazard Area to determine flood risk. As we all know, the SFHA is a regulatory floodplain
that is based on a 1% annual chance of occurring in a given year. So a line drawn on a map based on
regulation is not the best or only tool that should be used to relay someone’s true flood risk. Just ask any
floodplain manager who has dealt with a flood event. They have countless stories that make it very
apparent that citizens do not understand the risk of living near water. Yes, there will always be some who
don’t care about the risk and openly choose to live at a high flood risk. However, there are many who had
no real understanding of the true flood risk of where they chose to live or build a business. Some may
not have been in the SFHA when they purchased their home or business. And some may not have had
the guidance to fully understand the risk.
So what do we do about it? We change our message! We as floodplain managers move away from
talking about “in or out” of the SFHA when talking about flood risk. Instead, we should be talking
about levels of flood risk. For example, using the terms low, moderate or high risk. Low Risk being
areas in Zone X (unshaded). Moderate Risk being areas in Zone X (shaded) also known as the 0.2%
annual chance flooding. And finally, High Risk being areas in Zones A, AE, AH, AO or VE. The use of low,
moderate and high risk are easier for citizens to understand.
We must also move beyond traditional flood maps when explaining risk. FEMA flood risk products are
available in some areas and are great at assisting a local floodplain manager at relaying true flood risk to
a citizen. Take the depth grids for example. Even if you don’t know the elevation of the first floor of the
building you can always say when you step out of your front door the water will be 5 feet deep. This
gives citizens something they can visualize.
Not everyone or every community has the advantage of having the FEMA flood-risk products available to
use. But what you do have is local knowledge. Local floodplain managers know their communities better
than anyone. Many local floodplain managers document large and small flooding events that have
occurred in their communities. Share that knowledge. The information you can share that is directly from
performing your job is valuable.
Flooding is an equal opportunity disaster. It impacts everyone in its path regardless of income, race or
religion. However, the road to recovery is long and hard. Changing our message to be able to better relay
someone’s true level of flood risk might just be the most useful information someone receives when
making the decision on where to live or place their business.
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What’s the ASFPM
Foundation been up to?
2018 Student Paper Competition – Help Us Pass the Word
Do you have university connections or know a student in programs
related to floodplain management (such as natural sciences,
engineering, planning, public policy or atmospheric science)? If so,
we need your help to spread the word about the ASFPM
Foundation’s Annual Student Paper Competition. Abstracts (500
words or less) are due Jan. 31. Three semifinalists receive travel
stipends to attend the 2018 ASFPM national conference in Phoenix,,
and will compete for cash prizes of up to $1,000. Detailed
information, including examples of papers previously presented, can
be found here on the foundation’s website.
Encouraging student entries is an investment in the future of flood
risk management. If you’ve ever sat in on the paper competition at
the conference, you’ve seen how exciting it is to see students actively
engaged in the science of floodplain management by learning
firsthand from all the conference has to offer, and building
professional connections for a solid future. Encourage a student to
enter today, and/or get your university connections involved. We are
interested in growing our university connections and investment in
the students who are the future of our profession, so please pass on
any contact information with faculty to Diane Brown at
diane@floods.org – or encourage students to visit the Student Paper
Competition page.

ASFPM Foundation Future Leaders Scholarship – Help Us
Spread the Word
Be sure to share with colleagues and prospective students the
upcoming ASFPM Foundation Future Leaders Scholarship. The
application and submittal instructions are available here. The
deadline for applications has been moved to Feb. 25, 2018. The
ASFPM Foundation Future Leaders Scholarship will be awarded every
other year to a deserving college student entering their junior year.
The scholarship is intended to advance flood-risk management
research and practice.
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WHAT IS THE ASFPM
FOUNDATION?
In 1996, ASFPM established
a non-profit, tax-exempt
foundation, which serves as
an advocate for the
profession and as a voice for
you, the practitioner,
supplier or service provider.

The foundation seeks and
directs funds to help ASFPM
meet its goals and support
floodplain management
activities that originate
outside of ASFPM.
Foundation donations have
supported development of
the CFM program, No
Adverse Impact publications,
college student paper
competitions, higher
education opportunities in
FPM, and specialty think
tank meetings, including the
Gilbert F. White National
Flood Policy Forums and
Larry Larson Speakers Series.
ASFPM Foundation
promotes public policy
through strategic initiatives
and serves as an incubator
for long-term policy
development that promotes
sustainable floodplain and
watershed management.
Learn more or donate here.
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The 2018 scholarship will be in the amount of up to $25,000 per year for two years in direct financial
assistance. The selected scholar will also receive mentoring and support in finding a paid summer
internship in a relevant professional setting.

Thank You to our Donors!
The ASFPM Foundation Board extends a sincere thank you to all who donated on #GivingTuesday this
year. Because of you, we raised more than $1,460! Our donors make all of our work possible. Remember
state chapters and individuals can donate any day of the year.

New Foundation Donor Coordinator
The ASFPM Foundation is pleased to announce that George Riedel has taken on the job of ASFPM
Foundation donor coordinator. He will work closely with the foundation’s Fundraising Committee and
other committees, and coordinate and work with the ASFPM executive office to ensure the ASFPM
Foundation fundraising objectives are met, and help create new fundraising strategies and initiatives. He
will also work to promote the foundation and engage with potential donors.
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What’s Happening around the Nation?
A collection of the most viewed stories on our Facebook page

Texas—That analysis by NOAA, which looked at rainfall data stretching
back decades, up to and including Harvey, shows the amount of rain that
defines a "100-year storm" - one that has a 1 percent chance of occurring
in any given year - has risen by 3-5 inches in Harris County since the last
estimates were put in place in 2002. Read “NOAA study could redefine
‘100-year’ storm for Houston area.”
This is not a "bad" thing: More than 1,600 Houston property owners who
flooded during Hurricane Harvey likely will be forced to elevate their homes if
they want to continue living there. Read “Harvey damage could force
hundreds to raise their homes.”
United States—A construction boom along U.S. shores in recent years acted
as a damage multiplier this year, when nature threw its worst at beach
homes, waterfront resorts, power grids and Gulf Coast refineries. Read “The
most expensive U.S. hurricane season ever: By the numbers.”
"Everyone wants protection from mega-storms, but no one
really wants to spend money to get it. And no one wants to be
told that they can’t build wherever they want to. These
dilemmas are pushing the policy debate away from private
market solutions and more toward a federal strategy where
taxpayers foot the bill -- and where we struggle over national
decisions about local land use." Read “Whose disaster is it?”
National Recreation and Park Association teamed up with the American
Planning Association and Low Impact Development Center to create a
technical guide on how to use green space for flood mitigation (and how to
engage the community and apply for funding). Read “How cities can harness
the flood-fighting powers of urban parks.”
We can build homes to sit above flood waters so people can ride out the Harveys of
the future, but it won’t be easy or cheap. Read “Should you raise your home, or leave
it?”
Oregon—Willamette Partnership and the Oregon Association of Clean
Water Agencies have been collaborating to better understand the
intersection between stormwater and floodplain management. The results
are summarized in a new report, “Bridging the Divide: Connecting
Stormwater and Floodplain Management in Oregon.”
News&Views December 2017
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From the Director’s Desk
Chad Berginnis, CFM
Executive Director, ASFPM

2017 Was One For The Record Books
As 2017 draws to a close and I am literally writing this nestled by a cozy fire in the
living room not wanting to brave the bitter cold outside, I am feeling full of
holiday spirit. Specifically, the spirit that I tend to see more often around the
holiday season where we tend to be a little bit nicer to one another, more demonstrated selflessness to
give to those less fortunate, and a thankfulness for the many blessings we have in our lives.
Yet for many in the U.S., these are not good times. You see, we are coming off a record year for disasters
– not one of the highest – but most likely the highest one in modern history. According to the National
Climatic Data Center, in 2017 (as of Oct. 6), there have been 15 weather and climate disaster events with
losses exceeding $1 billion each across the nation. Depending on the data source you use, Hurricane’s
Harvey, Irma and Maria rank in either the top five or top six costliest weather disasters in the U.S., with
cumulative damage/costs to the economy estimated to range from between $240 billion – $365 billion.
Of course right now those are just estimates, and it will be interesting to see how the final numbers end
up. A recent article by The Balance does a good job summarizing the economic impacts of hurricanes on
the U.S. economy. So I think it is safe to assume that 2017 was a bad year for disasters. But what has
really gotten my attention is how many of these big disasters have happened since 2000, and how much
of the damage is a result of flooding. It seems like the trend is getting worse in a hurry. So this holiday
season, it is likely that a record number of U.S. households was feeling the effects of disasters.
So what are we to do?
There is really only one answer and that is to mitigate
on a national scale. This national effort will require the
combined talents and resources at the federal, state,
local and individual levels. For our part at ASFPM, we
are working to improve mitigation via good public
policy. For example, ASFPM is trying to improve a bill
making its way through Congress right now that
amends the Stafford Act to create a better system for
doing substantial damage determinations and support
the permitting process (an activity that local floodplain
managers know is the key to rebuilding more
resiliently). We are also trying to improve NFIP
mitigation elements as part of NFIP reform. At the
state level, we’ve weighed in on state initiatives in Illinois, Texas and other places to improve state
standards. And locally, we are answering questions on a weekly basis on how to improve local flood-loss
reduction efforts. We continue to certify floodplain managers – having certified our 10,000th CFM in 2017.
And ASFPM’s Flood Science Center continues to develop tools and data that can be used by state and
local floodplain managers.
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But the greatest effort and one I want to
recognize in this column is that provided
by individual members of ASFPM and
CFMs. Your experience and knowledge are
the key to unlocking our national
mitigation potential. While I have not seen
any statistics to bear this conclusion out, I
am guessing that a record number of
ASFPM members and CFMs are deployed
to or busily working in disaster areas this
holiday season, lending your time, talent
and knowledge to fellow Americans
suffering in the aftermath of a disaster.
You come from all walks of life, whether a
federal employee, disaster reservist,
private sector mapper/engineer/mitigator,
state floodplain managers or local
officials. It is your cumulative effort that
will help disaster-affected areas to recover
in a more resilient way. I am feeling
particularly thankful for those of you in
our profession that are away from your
families this holiday season helping others.
Finally, I want to close where I began this article with a hope for 2018. It is imperative that we extend that
holiday spirit throughout the year and specifically apply it to the work we do. Whether it is passing our
knowledge onto others in terms of floodproofing techniques, getting involved in local/state/federal
efforts to change floodplain management standards and building codes to make us collectively more
resilient, tackling social inequities as a result of current development policies, or simply explaining flood
risk to others, there are efforts large and small that we can take to help our fellow citizens and continue
that holiday goodwill throughout the year.

Your partner in loss reduction,
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ASFPM Editorial Guidelines: ASFPM accepts and welcomes articles from our members and partners.
“The Insider” and “News & Views” have a style format, and if necessary, we reserve the right to edit
submitted articles for space, grammar, punctuation, spelling, potential libel and clarity. If we make
substantive changes, we will email the article back to you for your approval before using. We encourage
you to include art with your article in the form of photos, illustrations, charts and graphs. Please include a
description of the art, along with the full name of who created the art. If the art is not yours originally,
you must include expressed, written consent granting ASFPM permission to use the art in our
publications. Copyright© Association of State Floodplain Managers, Inc. Information and opinions
contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the ASFPM Board of Directors. Reproduction, with
credit, permitted for individual ASFPM-authored articles. Please contact Michele Mihalovich at
editor@floods.org.
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